PART 3 - UNITY IN PRACTICE
Re-Building The Present Global ‘Order’
Further to these ends, therefore, a
number of geopolitical “changes in direction” may well be implemented (references
available, end of Part 7), even as ‘The Concept of Oneness’ is entering hearts and
minds everywhere, such as:
the establishment, in all countries of
The Earth, of ‘OWT’ Parliaments and,
then, in a suitable location, one which is
Global (in place of ‘The United Nations’
which is “beyond repair”);
the foundation of an ‘OWT’ Court of
Law “whose decisions are binding to
settle disputes, other than, as now, by
military might & killing, a sure sign of
our current, extraordinary immaturity”;
the maintenance of an ‘OWT’ peacekeeping force “to guarantee that no

Nation can ever aggress upon another”;
the granting of permission for each
State to “keep its internal peace-keeping police force” - for the time being3;
the gradual & eventual dismantling of
all national armies, accompanied by the
redeployment of their personnel & the
transfer of the vast amounts of money
saved for humanitarian purposes;
the making of arrangements for “the
reconciliation of all previous divisions
between individuals, groups & countries
by initiatives & projects involving restoration, reparation and reunification”;
the encouragement of all religions “to
examine their holy scriptures, retain
that which is in keeping with the latest
spiritual and scientific understandings,
and, therefore, become rejuvenated” &,
hence, 'at one' with each other;

the voluntary contribution of a percentage of earnings each year to an
‘OWT Compensation System’ to be used
for “the support of programs and services of the government, as voted by
the people”;
the introduction of transparency into
all financial dealings “so that everyone
might know everything about everybody’s money situation”
the setting of a min/max wage/salary
with contributions above the upper limit to a World Charitable Trust in the
name of the contributor “so all the
world would know its benefactors”;
the replacement of all existing currencies by an international, ‘OWT’, monetary system, “based on a system of
Credits & Debits, that is wide open,
totally visible, immediately traceable &
completely accountable”;

“the allocation to each Nation of an
equal, proportionate share of the world’s resources”;
the absorption of all property into
'Community Registration, Stewardship
and Caression’ (as proposed in Part 4.)
A Cooperative World and More!
Thus, should these and any similar
amendments be made, involving a change to
‘The Rules’, not only would a united, caring
& sharing planet be created but also an
enlightened civilisation, capable of introducing 4‘A More Advanced Society’, which
does not require, for its long term existence, the use of imposed control and its
attributes, such as force and violence.
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until we have all ‘grown (up) and become self-regulated.’
4
Currently, we live in a civilisation which is in the first stages of
its evolution. For example, we watch children starve to death
and do very little about it; we settle our most serious disputes
by killing each other; and, we are destroying our home environment upon which we depend for our existence in the material
realm. Only ‘a primitive society’ would do such things!

